INTRODUCTION
This report provides the information needed to generate a mining claim density map from Bureau of Land Management (BLM) mining claim recordation digital data files. A mining claim density map shows the number of mining claims per section (square mile) that have been located on public lands. Mining claim density maps may be used for geographic information system (GIS) based regional mineral assessments. This report includes a brief description of the BLM mining claim database and an outline of the procedures that may be used to produce a mining claim density map. Definitions of internal BLM computer codes and file structures are given in the appendix of this report.
BLM MINING CLAIM DATABASE
BLM is the official land and mineral ownership record-keeping agency for the Federal government. In accordance with the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA), all unpatented mining claims are required to be recorded at the appropriate BLM state office. When a mining claim location notice is received by a BLM state office, each claim is assigned a unique BLM serial number. BLM maintains a cumulative computer listing by township, range, and section of all mining claims recorded since 1976. This computer listing is known as the "Mining Claim Recordation System" (MCRS) and is available by specific request from the: Location notices recorded with BLM are stamped with a serial number and placed in a folder. Amendments, proofs of labor, notices of intent to hold, notifications of change of address, quitclaim deeds, and any other correspondence relating to a claim are put in the folder. This entire package is referred to as a "case file" and is stored in serial number order in the Docket's section of each BLM state office. To inspect a case file or purchase copies of the documents by mail, it is essential to know the serial number of the subject mining claim.
METHODOLOGY
The preparation of a mining claim density map requires that the data in the MCRS database be extracted in a form suitable for plotting in a GIS. Claim locations in the MCRS database are given by the Public Land Survey System (PLSS) i.e., meridian, township, range, section, and subsection. PLSS locations are not easily plotted in a GIS unless an attributed polygon coverage for the area of interest already exits. Digital PLSS maps are available from the USGS, from many sites on the Internet, from commercial vendors, or they can be created by digitizing or scanning methods.
The method described in this report assumes the reader has a basic understanding of the fundamentals of a database program or programming language and a knowledge of a GIS program. This report includes examples created with the software programs "dBASE" and "ARC/INFO" that were used by the author to produce mining claim density maps. However, the general method described below can be implemented with many other commercially available software programs.
The essence of the procedure for making mining claim density coverages from BLM MCRS digital data is as follows:
Step 1. Load the MCRS data into a database program. The MCRS data are in one ASCII file consisting of the four intermingled record types (Geographic, Claim name, Claimant, and BLM actions) that were summarized above. The MCRS records have a fixed length (84 characters) with each line terminated by a "hard return" and "line feed". In dBASE create a file structure with a "character" field that is 84 characters long (this field is named "LONG" in the example below). If the MCRS data file is named "mcrs.txt", then the following dBASE commands will load the MCRS data into a new data file named "base.dbf":
use base.dbf append from mcrs.txt type sdf
The MCRS database for a western State, such as Nevada, will have more than 500,000 records and amount to more than 100 Megabytes of data.
Step 2. Separate the BLM claim recordation data into four ASCII text files. One data file for each of the four record types in the MCRS database, i.e. Geographic, Claim name, Claimant, and BLM actions. The "record type" field is used to group records with the same file structure. This field is named "R_TYP" in the examples in the appendix of this report. The "R_TYP" field is three characters long and is located at positions 12, 13, and 14 in the 84 character field named "long" created in step 1. The following dBASE commands will create the four ASCII files: Step 3. Create a file structure for each of the four file types using the names and field lengths given in the appendix of this report. Load each of the four ASCII files created in step 2 into the appropriate database file structure. In dBASE (assuming the four empty files are named "blm_010.dbf", blm_020.dbf", "blm_100.dbf", and "blm_200.dbf"), the following commands will put data into the four files: Step 4. Create an "MTRS" field that is unique for each section. The "MTRS" field will contain the meridian, township, range, and section data for each claim. This field must be identical with the "MTRS" attribute field in the GIS spatial PLSS coverage. then the "MTRS" field would be "021 36.2N 51.0E19".
In dBASE (assuming blm_020.dbf contains the "Geographic" records), the following commands could be used to fill data into an "MTRS" field:
The following is one command continued to the second line: Step 5. Combine the claim type data from the "claim name" file with the location information from the "geographic" file. This step is performed so that the number of claims may be totaled in each section by claim type (the field named "CASE_T") i.e., lode, placer, mill site, or tunnel. The files are combined by relating the claim name file (blm_010.dbf) to the geographic file (blm_020.dbf) by "serial number" (the field common to both files). After the relation is established between the "geographic" and "claim name" file, the fields needed to make a claim density map (MTRS and R_TYP) are copied to a new file. In dBASE the files are related and the desired fields are copied to a new file by the following commands: The dBASE program named "count.prg" can be used to total the claims for each section. This count program can be easily modified to count a subset of the total number of mining claims, such as the total number of placer claims per section. The program is as follows: After running the dBASE program "count.prg", a numerical claim count total will appear in the TOTAL field for the last claim counted for each section. Records with no TOTAL values can be eliminated by: copy to blm_3.dbf fields MTRS,TOTAL for TOTAL > 0
Step 7. Attach the number of mining claims per section (TOTAL field) to the PLSS coverage polygon attribute table by using the "MTRS" field as the linking field common to both files. This can be done by relating the two files on their MTRS fields. If pat.dbf is the PC ARC/INFO polygon attribute table (a dBASE file) and blm_3.dbf is the dBASE file containing the mining claim totals for each section, the following dBASE commands will add claim totals to the attribute table by establishing a relation on the MTRS field: 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Mining claim density maps can be produced by methods presented in this report from digital mining claim recordation files obtained from BLM sources that are used to attribute digital versions of existing state PLSS maps. A GIS may be used to form a variety of claim density maps by selecting different attributes, for example, density of only "placer" claims or only "open lode claims" recorded after 1994. These and other new maps constructed by this method are derivative maps that can be used to answer focused questions. Derivative maps produced from State scale mining claim density maps are an appropriate first step to providing a regional context for land management decisions. Mining claim density information is a potential tool to focus further mineral studies and should be part of the basis for land management decisions.
APPENDIX FILE STRUCTURES AND DATA ELEMENT CODES
CLAIM NAME report file structure (See step 3. blm_010.dbf.) 
Field

Record type codes (R_TYP) ___________________________
Each claim has one record for each owner. The first owner is coded beginning with "100" and are numbered sequentially upward as necessary. R_TYP = 100 (first owner) R_TYP = 101 (second owner) R_TYP = 102 (third owner)
